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Abstract—Wireless communication protocols for unlicensed
frequency bands support rate adaptation algorithms (RAAs)
to cope with time-varying channel conditions. RAAs are not
designed to operate against adversarial behavior, however. In
this work, we analyze the vulnerabilities of two state-of-the-art
RAAs, Minstrel and RARF, against a smart jamming model,
whereby an adversary learns the current rate of transmission
of each packet before deciding whether to jam the packet or
not. Our parameterized analysis, validated by ns-3 simulations,
shows that a jamming rate of only 10% is sufficient to bring the
throughput of Minstrel below the base rate of 1 Mb/s, whereas
RARF requires a jamming rate of 16.7%. These findings are
notable since previous work showed that the randomized nature
of RARF and Minstrel make them resilient to simpler jamming
attacks. The paper concludes by sketching possible solutions to
mitigate these sophisticated attacks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nascent cognitive radio technologies promise to make efficient use of temporally or spatially under-utilized frequency
bands, e.g., TV white spaces. Similar to 802.11 Wi-Fi devices, cognitive radios cope with time-varying interferences
by dynamically adapting radio parameters. Thus, for instance,
the Communications Research Centre (CRC) in Canada introduced CORAL, a cognitive radio networking platform based
on IEEE 802.11a/g standards [1]. CORAL allows users to
configure 802.11 parameters such as channel selection, signal
strength reporting, acknowledgment policy control and transmit data rate control. This platform enables researchers to
investigate novel approaches to broadband wireless networks
by using cognitive radio technologies.
In this paper, we are specifically interested in understanding
the security implications of rate adaptation on the performance
of Wi-Fi networks, as these findings are expected to be relevant
to the design of future cognitive radio technologies. The
purpose of a rate adaptation algorithm (RAA) is to adapt
the transmission rate and the modulation scheme in order
to maximize performance (e.g., throughput) based on current
wireless channel conditions. The networking community has
put great effort on devising efficient RAAs [2]–[6], and several
of these algorithms have been commercialized.
This work was supported in part by the U.S. National Science Foundation
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Due to the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, security
is a major challenge to wireless networks. A major part of
attacks against WLANs consists of jamming, which is defined
as the obstruction of the wireless medium. Commercial offthe-shelf jamming equipment is easily accessible. For instance,
[7] offers easy-to-use and affordable Wi-Fi jammers. Recent
studies, such as [8]–[10], show that various jamming attacks
described in the literature can be implemented efficiently.
A typical jammer aims to cause maximum damage using
minimum number of transmissions, in order to avoid being
detected and to save energy.
The main motivation behind jamming is to cause Denial of
Service (DoS) [11], [12]. Jamming can be used for various purposes, such as personal (deny communication between some
parties), economic (competing companies) or governmental
(cyber warfare) [13]. Jammers can also perform Reduction
of Quality (RoQ) attacks using intelligent jamming patterns
[11], [14]. Generally, RoQ attacks exploit vulnerabilities at
layers higher than the physical layer. The result is throughput
degradation and prolonged delays, which are considered as
intolerable in time-critical applications.
RAAs are not designed to operate against adversarial behavior from malicious entities. Many of them fail to distinguish
between packet losses due to fluctuations in channel conditions
and those due to interference. In other work, we have proposed
randomization as a defense mechanism against RoQ attacks
employing a periodic jamming model [15]. In this work,
we investigate how state-of-the-art RAAs can be exploited
using much stronger smart jamming strategies to perform RoQ
attacks, even if they employ randomization.
Our contributions in this context are as follows: First,
we propose a theoretical framework to formally analyze the
vulnerabilities of several existing RAAs to jamming attacks.
Specifically, we utilize the smart jamming model proposed by
Noubir et. al [16], under which an adversary can sniff the
Physical Layer Convergence Protocol (PLCP) header [17] of
each packet to retrieve the bit-rate used for the transmission of
that packet. For this model, we constructively determine strategies and corresponding jamming rates to keep the throughput
of RAAs below the base rate (i.e., the lowest bit-rate). For
default parameters, we show that low jamming rates of about
10% for the state-of-the-art Minstrel algorithm, and 16.7%

for RARF (a randomized algorithm that we have proposed
in [15]) are sufficient to achieve this goal. Our analysis also
provides expressions for general parameter settings. Based
on our analysis, we highlight a trade-off between exploiting
a well performing rate and probing potentially better rates.
Finally, we conduct ns-3 simulations implementing various
RAAs and jamming strategies for an IEEE 802.11g WLAN.
Our simulations validate the jamming strategies under different
channel models.Finally, we sketch possible solutions to avoid
or mitigate smart jamming attacks. Note that detailed pseudocodes of Minstrel and RARF can be found in [18].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review related work. Next, we introduce our theoretical
model in Section III. Then, we analyze the impact of smart
jamming on Minstrel and RARF in Section IV. Finally, we
present the results of our ns-3 simulations in Section V and
conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we provide necessary background through
a survey of the related work in the literature. The majority
of the related work can be broadly classified into three
categories; those which study the performance of RAAs under
heavy congestion, those which experimentally demonstrate the
vulnerabilities of RAAs against jamming, and those which
study rate control mechanisms in 802.11n networks.
The purpose of an RAA is to adaptively pick the best
possible rate, based on changing wireless channel conditions.
Various approaches have been proposed for rate control in
IEEE 802.11 WLANs. Transmission rate can be adjusted by
estimating the channel conditions using packet losses [2]–[4],
[15], [19], [20], Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR)
measurements [21], [22], or throughput estimates [5], [6].
Many proposed RAAs fail to distinguish packet losses due
to channel conditions from those due to interference. The
vulnerability of RAAs to interference has been studied in
the literature and some countermeasures have been proposed.
Chen et al. [23] investigate the performance of RAAs in
heavily congested wireless networks, where most of the packet
losses are due to interference from neighboring cells. Employing RAAs in such an environment decreases the transmission
rate due to high packet loss probabilities, resulting in longer
transmission times. In turn, such longer transmissions further
increase the packet loss ratio, thus causing a positive feedback.
To overcome this effect, the authors of [23] propose a Rate
Adaptive Framing mechanism for highly interfered networks.
This mechanism, however, applies to non-malicious interferences caused by other network nodes, rather than those caused
by an adversary.
To our knowledge, the work of Pelechrinis et al. [24] is
the first to study the effect of jamming on the RAA performance. The authors employ a random jamming model that
alternates between jamming and idle periods that are uniformly
distributed. They demonstrate that, for several widely deployed
RAAs, throughput reduces drastically under select jamming attacks, whereas fixed rate transmission provides higher through-

put. Thus, this work proposes an anti-jamming scheme called
ARES that uses rate adaptation when the jammer is idle, and
uses fixed rate transmission otherwise. ARES adjusts the carrier
sense threshold, so that packets can be received even when
a jammer is actively transmitting. This scheme assumes that
there exists a perfect jamming detection mechanism, which
is a non-trivial problem. Moreover, adjusting the carrier sense
threshold under jamming works only if the transmission power
of the jammer is lower than of non-malicious nodes, which is
an assumption that might not always hold.
The recent work of Noubir et al. [16] investigates the vulnerability of several RAAs against smart (selective) jamming
attacks. The authors show the existence of effective attacks to
degrade system performance. A jammer sniffs the header of
each packet to retrieve the bit-rate used for the transmission
of that packet. Based on this rate information, the jammer
instantly decides whether to jam the packet or not. In this
work, we utilize the same model. However, in contrast to
our paper, the work in [16] does not explicitly analyze the
performance of each RAA under jamming.
In other work [15], we have analyzed the vulnerabilities of
deterministic RAAs to periodic jamming attacks and proposed
judicious use of randomization to address this problem. However in this work, we consider smart jamming model (which
is much stronger than periodic jamming) and demonstrate that
randomization, as employed in RARF and Minstrel, is not an
effective means for robust rate control under smart jamming.
Although the work we have considered until now is related
to 802.11a/b/g standards, rate control in 802.11n networks has
also been studied. Kim et. al [25] and Lakshmanan et. al [26]
experimentally demonstrate that trivial extensions of existing
rate control algorithms do not perform well for 802.11n, due
to the growth in degrees of freedom, including not only the
modulation and coding scheme but also the number of spatial
streams and the specific antenna elements. Perfianakis et. al
[27] discover a non-monotonic relation between packet loss
and transmission rate in 802.11n MIMO scenarios and propose
MiRa, a MIMO rate control scheme that zigzags between single stream and double stream modes using extensive probing.
Finally, Peng et. al [28] and Xi et. al [29] propose MIMO
rate adaptation algorithms that require physical layer feedback
from the receiver, which is allowed in 802.11n [30], and
include strong assumptions about the channel model.
To our knowledge, none of the RAAs designed specifically
for 802.11n have been implemented on commercial off-theshelf equipment yet [31], [32]. Thus, the jamming strategies
that we consider in this work can be applied to MIMO systems
that implement extensions of 802.11g RAAs. Furthermore,
prior work on 802.11n WLANs does not address the security
issues related to RAAs. Jamming resistance is not considered
in the design of new RAAs for 802.11n.
III. M ODELS AND N OTATION
A. Channel Model
We assume that n possible transmission rates exist, denoted
by R1 , R2 , . . . , Rn , where R1 < R2 < . . . < Rn . For in-

stance, IEEE 802.11g standard allows transmission at n = 12
different bit-rates. For each RAA that we analyze, we first
assume a perfect channel model (i.e., packet loss is only due to
jamming) and then extend the analysis to non-perfect channel
conditions (i.e., packet loss is due either to jamming or to
non-malicious interferences).
Let αi denote the long run proportion of packets transmitted
at the bit-rate Ri . The long run proportion of packet losses at
the bit-rate Ri in the presence of a jammer is denoted fi . We
define steady-state throughput as:
T hr =

n
X

αi (1 − fi ) Ri .

(1)

i=1

To keep the analysis tractable, we ignore all control packets,
back-off retransmissions, and inter-frame spacings while calculating the steady state throughput. Note that our definition
of throughput corresponds to the average transmission rate per
packet, and therefore avoids the need to make any assumptions
about the length of each packet.
B. Jamming Model
In this paper, we consider a smart jamming model, introduced by [16]. Under this model, a jammer is capable of
sniffing the PLCP header of each packet to retrieve the bitrate used for the transmission of that packet. Based on this
rate information, the jammer instantly decides whether to jam
that packet or not. A jammed packet is corrupted and lost.
The Rate of Jamming, abbreviated RoJ, is the main metric
of interest in this paper. It is defined as the ratio of number of
jammed packets to the total number of transmitted packets.
For each RAA studied in this paper, our goal is to find
the minimum value of RoJ (or a bound on it) to keep the
throughput of the RAA below the base rate R1 . For 802.11g,
this corresponds to a 98% degradation in throughput under
perfect channel conditions. Although the aim of the jammer is
highly aggressive, we will demonstrate that it can be achieved
with low RoJ values. A low RoJ implies that an RAA
is highly vulnerable to jamming attacks, while a high RoJ
implies that the RAA is resilient.
According to [11], a feasible jamming attack should have
the following properties:
•
•
•
•

High energy efficiency,
Low detection probability,
High levels of DoS,
Resistance to physical layer anti-jamming techniques.

In order to avoid detection, the jammer can employ RoQ
attacks, which reduce the system performance by applying
only a limited jamming rate [14]. The low volume of the
RoQ attack makes it difficult to effectively identify the attack.
In addition, packet losses due to wireless channel conditions
and interferences further decrease the possibility of detection.
Thus, minimizing RoJ value provides both efficiency and low
probability of detection.

IV. A NALYSIS OF RAA S UNDER JAMMING
In this section, we provide constructive bounds on the
jamming rates required to keep the throughput of Minstrel and
RARF below the lowest possible bit-rate. First, we assume a
perfect channel model and two bit-rates (R1 and R2 ) for the
sake of tractability. Later, we generalize our discussion to nonperfect channels and any set of bit-rates. We also assume that
each RAA starts from R1 , due to an initial jamming phase.
In the following, RoJRAA denotes the jamming rate required
to keep the throughput of the RAA scheme below R1 and
T hrRAA denotes the resulting throughput.
A. Minstrel
Minstrel is widely deployed in commercial off-the-shelf
equipment [6]. Although the operation of Minstrel is complex,
it can be summarized in a few steps.
First of all, Minstrel involves periodic updates. The default
value of an update window is 100 ms. Within each update window, Minstrel sends probe packets at random bit-rates (called
a sampled rate). A probe packet is sent with probability 0.5 if
the ratio of the number of probe packets to the number of all
packets is lower than 10%. Secondly, Minstrel involves multirate retries, i.e. if a packet transmission fails; transmission is
retried using different bit-rates. For instance, if the sampled
rate is higher than the current rate, then the probe packet is
sent immediately. Otherwise, the sampled rate is tried only if
the current transmission fails. The exact structure of the retry
chain for probe packets and data packets differ as detailed in
[18]. Based on the transmission results of the probe packets,
Minstrel calculates a throughput estimate for each bit-rate
attempted. Using the throughput estimates, Minstrel picks the
bit-rate with the highest throughput at the end of an update
window and uses that rate for the upcoming update window
(except for probe packets).
Minstrel is implemented using two subroutines:
updateStats() and f indRate(). The updateStats()
subroutine calculates the throughput estimates for each
attempted bit-rate based on transmission results, whereas the
f indRate() subroutine selects which rates to use for data
packets and probe packets, and when to send probe packets.
Detailed pseudo-codes are given in [18].
An effective smart jamming strategy against Minstrel is to
jam all probe packets that are transmitted at R2 . This way, the
system cannot switch to R2 and the throughput is kept below
R1 . The jamming rate and the resulting throughput value of
this strategy are calculated in the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. The throughput of two-rate Minstrel can be kept
below R1 by using a smart jammer with jamming rate:
RoJMinstrel = 10%,
for all parameter values.
Proof: This jamming strategy requires the jammer to
destroy any packet transmitted at R2 . Since we assume that
Minstrel is initiated from R1 , any such packet is a probe
packet. If all probe packets are successfully jammed, the

throughput estimate at R2 will be zero and the system will
be stuck at R1 . The jamming rate is equal to the percentage
of probe packets in the long run. Note that this percentage
is always equal to 10%, regardless of parameter values. The
resulting values are:
• α1 = 0.9 , α2 = 0.1 ,
f1 = 0, f2 = 1 .
Using Eq. (1), we calculate the resulting throughput as
T hrMinstrel = 0.9R1 .
This strategy works for any set of bit-rates and under any
channel conditions due to the ability of the jammer to receive
feedback. In fact, any packet loss caused by the channel might
result in an even lower RoJ value.
•

B. RARF
Randomized Automatic Rate Fallback (RARF) is a randomized variant of ARF, which is the first documented RAA.
In [15], we have shown that deterministic RAAs are highly
vulnerable against simple periodic jamming attacks. Thus, we
have proposed RARF as a means to improve the resistance of
RAAs to periodic jamming attacks. Basically, RARF switches
to the next higher rate (if possible) after each successful packet
transmission with probability s−1 . Furthermore, it switches to
the next lower rate (if possible) after f consecutive packet
transmission failures.
Next, we analyze the behavior of RARF under smart jamming. The strategy is to destroy all packets that are transmitted
at rates higher than R1 . The jamming rate and the resulting
throughput value are calculated in the proof of Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. The throughput of two-rate RARF can be kept
below R1 by using a smart jammer with jamming rate:
RoJRARF =

f
.
s+f

For default parameter values (i.e., s = 10 and f = 2),
RoJRARF ≈ 16.7%.
Proof: This jamming strategy requires the jammer to
destroy any packet that is transmitted at R2 . When RARF
switches to R2 , the jammer starts destroying packets until the
system goes back to R1 . Since RARF requires f consecutive
failures to pick the next lower rate, the jammer should destroy
f packets when it is active.
After each active period, RARF is guaranteed to transmit at
R1 . The number of packets transmitted at R1 has a geometric
distribution with parameter s−1 . The expected value of this
distribution is equal to s and the jammer is idle during these
transmissions. Thus, idle and active periods of the jammer add
up to s + f in expectation. The resulting values are:
−1
• α1 = s (s + f )
, α2 = RoJRARF = f (s + f )−1 ,
• f1 = 0, f2 = 1.
Using Eq. (1), we calculate the resulting expected throughput as T hrRARF = s (s + f )−1 R1 .
This strategy works for any set of bit-rates since the jammer
does not allow the system to transmit even at R2 . It also works

for any channel conditions, and packet losses caused by the
channel might result in an even lower RoJ value.
C. Discussion of Analytical Results
In our analysis, we have assumed that both RAAs start from
R1 due to an initial jamming phase. If the system does not start
the transmission at R1 , deriving an initial jamming strategy is
a simple task and does not alter the steady-state pattern of the
jammer. For instance, the initial jamming phase for Minstrel
shouldcause the throughput estimates of all rates higher than
R1 to be lower than the estimate of R1 . For RARF, jamming
(n − 1)f consecutive packets guarantees that the system to
go down to R1 . Since we consider the steady state behavior,
these initial phases can be ignored in the calculation of RoJ.
For both Minstrel and RARF, although a lower RoJ value
might be enough under lossy channel conditions, the jammer
should always utilize the strategy employed for the perfect
channel to make sure that the throughput is lower than R1 .
In this work, we discuss jamming strategies that work no
matter what the channel characteristics are. According to our
model, the jammer does need to have any knowledge about the
success of packet transmissions. Obviously, such knowledge
could only further help the jammer in further reducing its
jamming rate.
For default parameter values, we observe that RARF is
more resilient against smart jamming attacks than Minstrel.
However, this is due to a typical trade-off in rate control. If
an RAA heavily exploits a bit-rate and rarely probes other
rates, then it generally performs well under stable conditions
but becomes less responsive to sudden changes in the channel.
Such an algorithm might also be vulnerable to simple jamming
attacks since destroying a few probes can be done efficiently.
On the other hand, if an RAA is designed to probe other rates
more frequently, then dynamic channels are estimated more
accurately but many probe packets might be wasted under a
stable channel. Such an approach has higher jamming resistance due to the large number of probe packets to be destroyed.
Nevertheless, one should keep in mind that jamming resistance
is not the main purpose of an RAA. Typically, parameters of
RAAs are set based on extensive experimental studies.
D. Mitigations
Several defense mechanisms against smart jamming attacks
might be possible. A trivial solution is to use encrypted PLCP
headers in order to prevent the jammer to retrieve the real
time transmission rate, as suggested in [16]. However, this
approach requires the encryption and decryption of the PLCP
header for each packet, which introduce a large overhead
and high computational complexity. Secondly, network nodes
could utilize closed loop rate adaptation, which allows the
transmitter to receive feedback from the receiver, as supported
in 802.11n [30]. By sending predetermined signal patterns,
nodes can estimate the channel and adapt the rate accordingly, without considering individual packet losses. Lastly, the
smart jamming strategies that we have considered are fairly
aggressive. Thus, if certain rates consistently perform poorly,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Performance under perfect channel with smart jamming. Each data point indicates a packet transmission. (a) Minstrel
under jamming with RoJ = 10.1%. T hr = 0.899 Mb/s ; (b) RARF under jamming with RoJ = 16.6%. T hr = 0.834 Mb/s.

a signature-based detection or anomaly detection mechanism
could be triggered.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we present the results of ns-3 [33] simulations of IEEE 802.11g WLANs to validate our analytical
findings. The goals of our simulations are to monitor the bitrate used for each packet and to measure the steady state
throughput of a system that employs a specific RAA under
a given jamming strategy.
A. Set-up
We use standard ns-3 libraries whenever possible. We have
built a new ns-3 module for RARF, since it is not available in
the standard library. In all of our simulations, we assume that
the length of each DATA packet is 1250 bytes. We use IEEE
802.11g in its ad-hoc mode since we consider two stations
and wish to avoid beacons. The jammer is implemented by
modifying ns3::YansWifiPhy class, which implements
the physical layer of IEEE 802.11. JAMMED flag is added
to each packet, with default value 0. The transmitter checks
the bit-rate used for each packet and whenever a packet is
transmitted at a rate higher than 1 Mb/s, the transmitter sets
the JAMMED flag to 1. When the receiver gets a packet
with JAMMED flag 1, it treats the packet as lost, and does
not send an acknowledgement. Note that acknowledgements
are not jammed. Although our ns-3 simulations take control
packets, back-off retransmissions, and inter-frame spacings
into consideration, the resulting throughput values are based
on our definition in Section III-A.

smart jamming on RARF as in Fig. 1(b). In this case, required
RoJ value is around 16.6%. This result demonstrates that for
default parameter values, RARF is slightly more resilient than
Minstrel under a stronger jamming model.
C. Lossy Channel
In this section, we perform simulations using the
ns3::LogDistancePropagationLossModel of ns-3.
This model has the following parameters:
•
•
•
•
•

n : the path loss distance exponent
d0 : reference distance (m)
L0 : path loss at reference distance (dB)
d : distance (m)
L : path loss (dB)

The reception power is calculated using the log-distance
propagation loss model in the following way:

L = L0 + 10 n log10

d
d0


.

(2)

The default parameter values for this channel model are
n = 3, d0 = 1 m, and L0 = 46.677 dB. Under this channel
model, we have implemented the corresponding effective jamming strategies for each RAA with d ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 200} m,
n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5}, and default values for d0 and L0 . For both
Minstrel and RARF, the jamming strategies again manage to
keep the throughput below 1 Mb/s. The results for d = 100 m
and n = 3 are given in Table I.

B. Perfect Channel
We test the performance of Minstrel and RARF under smart
jamming as in Fig. 1. Each data point indicates a DATA packet
transmission. Simulations are run for 100 seconds assuming
perfect channel conditions. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the result of
the jamming strategy given by Theorem 1 on Minstrel. The
smart jammer is able to destroy all probe packets at high
bit-rates by using a jamming rate of 10.1%. We also apply

TABLE I: Throughput values of Minstrel and RARF with corresponding effective jamming strategies under a lossy channel.
The strategies still manage to keep the throughput below R1 .
RAA
Minstrel
RARF

Jamming Rate
RoJ = 10.0%
RoJ = 16.1%

Thr
0.900 Mb/s
0.839 Mb/s

VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work, we analyzed the vulnerabilities of rate control
mechanisms against smart jamming patterns and corroborated
our results using network simulations. Our contributions in
this work can be listed as follows: First, we introduced a
theoretical framework that employs a smart jamming model
and a rate of jamming metric to analyze the vulnerabilities
of RAAs in unlicensed wireless networks. In our analysis,
we proved that the jamming rate required to keep throughput
performance below the base rate is low for Minstrel (around
10%), and slightly higher for RARF (around 16.7%). The
difference is mainly due to default parameter values. These
results enabled us to observe the trade-off between exploiting
a well performing rate and probing potentially better rates. We
corroborated our analytical results using ns-3 simulations. Our
simulations revealed that the same jamming strategies can be
employed for both perfect and lossy channels.
In summary, our analytical findings and ns-3 simulations
show that state-of-the-art RAAs are vulnerable to selective
jamming attacks. We have observed that although randomization is an effective defense mechanism against periodic
jamming attacks, it does not provide robustness against
stronger jamming models such as smart jamming. That said,
we sketched possible solutions for mitigating this problem.
Further work is needed to thoroughly evaluate these solutions.
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